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Summary of events for 2018
by Gwen Bailey
2018 was another busy year for Puppy
School. We started the year with a weekend
preparation course for tutors hoping to join
the Association of Pet Dog Trainers, run by
Nicole Harris and Rachel Butler. It was a big
challenge for attendees to teach under the
scrutiny of a group of peers, but as a result
many of the attendees made it through their
rigorous assessments successfully later in the
year.
We held the first of our Spring tutor training
courses in February, but due to dangerous
travelling conditions thanks to the snow in
March, we had to postpone the second part,
for the first time ever, until April. Luckily,
those who couldn’t make it in April, attended
part two of the Autumn course in October
instead. This year, we made the three-day
practical course compulsory for all attendees
of tutors training courses for this
year and going forward, and so in
November, we held two courses
as Cheltenham Animal Shelters,
thereby giving our tutors great
experience in training as well as
helping to give those dogs unlucky
enough to be waiting for a new
home the chance to learn some
very useful cues and manners to
help them get and keep a new
forever home.
In March, we ran the first of our
new behaviour courses for tutors,
aimed more specifically at puppy
behaviour problems. Thank you

to Nicole Harris, Lauren Watts and Claire
Luscombe for what turned out to be a huge
success. We ran the second new behaviour
course in October which was also very

Imogen Haley
working with
a rescue dog,
Barley, at the
Cheltenham
Animal Shelter
on the practical
course (Barley
found a home
soon after the
course)

Learning ways to teach physical skills in the Spring tutors
training course
well received. The combination of lots
of practical with the dogs that tutors had
brought with them, great new lessons,
and the ‘real live’ puppy problem case is a
winning one and due to high numbers of
attendees, we had to run each course twice.

Some of the team at Petlife in the heat of May

In May, tutors local to Cheltenham attended
the first PDSA’s ‘Petlife’ festival where
Rachel Butler and I, together with Otto as
a demo dog, gave a short talk about puppy
training, followed by a demo in the big ring
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with lots of our
puppies and
owners from
the classes with
help from local
tutors. Visitor
numbers were
fairly low due
to it being the
first of its kind,
but it was a
good way to get
free tickets to
see the Kaiser
Chiefs!

Attentive audience of tutors and dogs at the Puppy School Conference

Also in May, we held a webinar for tutors
by vet Andrew Fullerton from CEVA, on the
benefits of Adaptil, a synthetic pheromone,
to help shy puppies adjust to the world.
In June, tutors in Cheshire and Bristol ran
successful puppy training demonstrations
at the Dogfest shows, and, later in the
year, we ran similar demos at the National
Pet Show in Birmingham, with puppies and
owners attending from our classes in each
area. These puppies are very young and we
are always amazed at how well they work
for their owners while in the ring despite
it being a completely new, and a possibly
overwhelming environment for them. Due
to the positive nature of the training, most
just slot into their usual training habit and,
with a bit of play to settle them down, are
soon working really impressively as we run
through the exercises.
At the end of June, we held our hugely
successful bi-annual Puppy School

Conference, held exclusively for our tutors,
associate tutors and assistants, with lots of
amazing speakers such as Kay Lawrence,
Rob Hewings, and Mike Symmonds. The
conference was sponsored by Natures Menu,
which meant we could bring in great speakers
at a very affordable price for those at Puppy
School. A big thank you to Natures Menu.
Sixty eight tutors attended, with 64 dogs!
Vicky Davies, who runs classes in Redditch,
received her 10 year award. Congratulations,
Vicky, for ten years of running brilliant puppy
classes.
In July, we did a deal with Tug-E-Nuff toys,
makers of really great sheepskin toys, to give
our tutors free toys for demonstrating with
in class, together with a good retail deal on
toys for sale in class. These toys are soft
and strong and designed to interest even the
most reluctant of players. In addition, closer
to home, one of our tutors, Vicki Watts,
who makes lovely toys, also gave us good
deals on her toys and tutors are now able
to purchase good quality toys from her also.
Vicki even designed
some specifically
for puppies to enjoy
with their owners
in the Puppy School
pink and blue.

The team for Dogfest Bristol
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During September,
we introduced and
rolled out the brand
new Puppy School
syllabus. We have
been using the
previous syllabus
since we started
in 2003 and was
long overdue for an
overhaul. Listening

to our tutors,
we refined it
and brought it
all up to date,
had the lesson
plans properly
designed so
they are easier
to use, and
made sure
there were
good videos of
how to do all
the exercises
on the intranet for new tutors to refer to if
required. It was incredibly well received and
went into operation with no issues. Thank
you to all our tutors and associate tutors who
made the switch, some of whom had been
running with the old lesson plan for over a
decade, without complaint. Change is always
difficult but change for the better is perhaps
easier.
At the same time as we introduced our new
syllabus and the corresponding new second
edition of the Puppy School Manual, Natures
Menu, who sponsor the manual, refined
their sponsorship package to include a huge
introductory puppy box full of free food,
treat samples and vouchers for each owner
who books with Puppy School. This gives
Puppy School tutors a big advantage over
competitors who do not have this offer to
give and, hopefully is a mutually beneficial
offer that will be successful for years to
come. We are very pleased to have this and
would like to thank Natures Menu for their
continued support.
Also in September, we ran
another Puppy University
course for tutors at the
Cheltenham Animal
Shelters. These classes last
for five days while tutors
learn everything necessary
to teach the university
courses. All goes well until
they have to give their
rescue dogs back at the
end of the week. There
are always tears but we are
safe in the knowledge that
the dogs had a lovely week
and will go to their new
homes with new skills and
knowledge that might help

them settle down
just a little bit more
easily.
In November, we
rounded up the year
by running a ‘doggy
dancing’ workshop
with Kym Lyddon
in Lancashire. This
was well attended
and everyone loved
Kym’s gentle yet
successful approach
to training, both with
people and dogs.
So another busy and
productive year with
some big positive
Making videos to accomchanges in the very
fabric of Puppy School. pany the new PS syllabus

The new Natures Menu Puppy Welcome box being
sent to all new owners (puppy not included!)

Puppy University in September
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Key Puppy School Statistics for 2018
Tutor Numbers

At the end of this year, Puppy School is
comprised of 93 full tutors and 38 associate
tutors. We have 6 resting tutors/associates
(not currently active - on maternity leave
or taking a break). We have 11 provisional
tutors and 9 provisional associates currently
working on their correspondence course
whilst there are already 4 people waiting to
undertake their tutor training course in 2019.

New Tutors and Assistants

We had 14 new tutors and 11 new associate
tutors train with us during 2018. Congratulations to those who completed their correspondence course this year and best of luck
to those who are in progress of completing
their training.
A big Puppy School welcome to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adam Smith
Eleanor Wemyss
Emma Ferrari
Emma Goulding Bosworth
Gini Roberts-Chapple
Imogen Haley
Karen Barnard
Karen Hart
Karly Smith
Kerry Baillie
Laura O’Callaghan
Louise Haddon
Lucy Philips

Spring New Tutors Course
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lucy Towner-Hibberd
Lis Oram
Melissa Holt
Nicola King
Rachel Hazley
Rebecca Gruawier
Sabine Pawlig
Sarah Stevens
Sarah Worth
Sophia Michaels
Suzy Barrott
Tania Bevan

Puppy Numbers

The number of puppies going through
our Puppy School classes in 2018 was
a staggering 8,701. This a 7% increase
compared to 8,145 puppies in 2017.
This brings the total number of puppies
passed through the hands of Puppy School
tutors in to 65,472 during the 16 years
we have been running! This is a huge
achievement and we should all be really
proud of the difference we are making to
families and puppies who benefit from our
work.

Top Tutors

Within our hub of hard-working Tutors at
Puppy School, there are five tutors who stand
out for having achieved the biggest numbers.
They are:
1.
Rachel Butler and the team at Happy
Dog Team - 277 puppies trained
2.
Sam Price - 228 puppies trained

3.
Delia Graham – 220 puppies trained
Louise Williamson – 212 puppies
4.
trained
5.
Catherine Tomlinson - 194 puppies
trained
(Figures for each tutor calculated up until
30th November 2018)
A further 27 Puppy School Tutors registered
over 100 puppies this year (as of 30/11/18) –
big congratulations to:
Louise Taylor, Alice Crick, Claire Luscombe,
Amanda Blatch, Karen Boyce, Vicky FitchTaylor, Alex Smith, Cushla Lamen, Karen
Andrews, Vicky Davies, Lauren Watts, Jenny

Green, Sue Price, Caroline Duder, Catherine
Pleasance, Emma-Clare Dunnett, Eleanor
McCall, Jacki Tinning, Sandie Dallow, Elin
Best, Melissa Rivett, Zoe Taylor, Cheryl
Holden, Michelle Cleary, Suzanne Moores,
Emily Mazon, Stephen Jones
Well done to absolutely everyone for
continuing to work so hard to achieve
such excellent results and to make such a
difference to owners and puppies’ lives. We
should all be really proud of what we have all
achieved.

Autumn New Tutors Course
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Puppy School Conference 2018
Our 2018 Puppy School Conference held in
the Forest of Dean at the end of June was
our most successful Conference to date. Sixty
eight tutors and associates attended with 14
partners, 7 children, 2 babies, 64 dogs and 2
young puppies! Many of us stayed in the selfcatering cottages, dormitories or camped on
site and it was fantastic to have us all in one
place to chat and catch-up.
We had some brilliant speakers this year with
some really interesting practical sessions
where dogs could stretch their legs and use
their brains!
We were lucky to have a lovely talk from
Melanie Sainsbury from Natures Menu who
was there to answer all your questions about
raw feeding and to provide us all with ample
free samples for our dogs to try. The cost to
attend the conference this year was heavily

subsidised
thanks to the
support of
our sponsors
Nature’s Menu
so we are very
grateful for this.
Kay Lawrence
provided
wonderful
insight into
developing an
understanding
of a dog’s
behaviour which
was explored
through play
and games and Rob Hewings from ‘UK
College of Scent Dogs’ gave us a interesting
insight into the fascinating world of how dogs
perceive this world via their nose.
Mike Simmons from ‘World of
Wings’ educated us all with
a brilliant explanation of how
the universal application of
science and compassion builds
positive relationships with all
creatures. Mike’s demonstration of
compassionate handling of his little
parakeets was lovely to watch.
Kay Atwood’s ‘Brain game’
workshops were very well received
and everyone had such fun team
building with their dogs. We were
really pleased to hear how many
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of you are using some of Kay’s team
building exercises and games in your
own adult dog classes now.
Michelle Underwood and Lauren Watts
gave us a canine calmness ‘Real Dog
Yoga’ workshop which was a great
way to wind down for all the dogs
who worked so hard and behaved so
brilliantly. 		
CEVA also provided us all some fab
information packs all about ADAPTIL
including details about client’s
exclusive Puppy School discount on
puppy junior collars.
Dog-and-bone and Naturally Happy
Dogs set up their trade stands for
the weekend and it was great to see
so many of you pop by to get some
special discount on Kong goods.
We were also joined by Tug-E-Nuff
who were on hand for you all to collect your
complimentary pack of demo toys and sign
up for your exclusive Puppy School trade
discount and Vicki Watts had her toys on
display for those who had not seen them
already.
From Alice: “Our 2018 Puppy School
Conference did not disappoint! It was truly
lovely to see so many in Puppy School having
fun with their dogs and catching up. As
always, it makes me feel very honoured to
be part of our special Puppy School family,
we all get along so well and it was fabulous
to spend some quality time with you all.
Dare I say that I particular highlight for me
was the Greek buffet?! Or was it the Pizza
Van?! I absolutely cannot wait for our next
conference in 2020!”
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Preparation
course for APDT
Our Association of Pet Dog Trainers (APDT)
Pre-Assessment course was run this year
by Rachel Butler and Nicole Harris. This
weekend course is designed for tutors who
are preparing to take their APDT assessment
and it is intended to include a good mixture
of theory and practical work, to allow for
the three different elements of the APDT
assessment – the written paperwork,
the class assessment and the post-class
interview.
Attendees were given the opportunity to
take part in the running of an entire onehour class under assessment conditions. We
are delighted to say that Sue Price, Jacki
Tinning, Kate Radburn and Amanda Blatch
passed their assessment this year with flying
colours!!
Here’s what Amanda and Sue had to say
about our new course:
From Sue Price: “I would highly recommend
attending the APDT preparation weekend.
It helped me immensely to prepare for the
assement, nothing was a surprise in the
exam as we had covered it all, and I was
thoroughly prepared for most eventualities
which were praised in my assessment. For
anyone doubting whether to attend or not,
I’d say go for it, it’s worth every penny, and
gave me piece of mind that I was prepared
and knew what areas i needed to improve on
before taking my assessment”
From Amanda Blatch: “Without the APDT
Preparation Course weekend, I would not
have put myself forward for the assessment.
Not only was our prep weekend well run by
Nicole and Rachel, it was done in such a way
that everyone felt comfortable and relaxed.
The course was both excellent in helping
me to understand elements of training
techniques that I was perhaps a little rusty
on, but also it couldn’t have been more
accurate when explaining the process of the
APDT application and assessment. I only
attended the course to find out more with
a view to applying in three years’ time - I
came away from the course wanting to apply
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for the assessment that same year - and I
did! I attended the Preparation Weekend in
February 2018 - and passed the Assessment
with top marks in September 2018! Yes,
when it came close to the assessment, I
almost backed out again through nerves but
was given support by Nicole and encouraged
to basically - do it! I did and yes, it was
nerve wracking but thanks to the Assessment
Preparation Weekend, I was well prepared
and knew what to expect which took an
awful lot of stress away from the event! If
anyone wanted to find out more about the
APDT assessment, find out if they are ready
for it, gain an understanding as to how it will
work, learn from others in the same situation
or just do it as a bit of CPD (I learnt lots on
the course that helped me become a better
trainer outside of the APDT assessment)
then you should go for it. Nicole and Rachel
provide a comfortable and supportive learning
environment whilst giving you an extremely
true and accurate insight into the reallife assessment. HIGHLY RECOMMENDED
course!“

New Behaviour
Courses for Tutors
and Associate
Tutors
Our new behavioural courses taught by
APBC members Nicole Harris, Lauren Watts,
Claire Luscombe and Gwen Bailey were well
attended this year.
From Nikki Thorpe: “The Puppy School
behaviour courses are invaluable to me. The
chance to grab a host of gems from listening
to the presentations, group discussions,
watching others work their dogs and sharing
ideas is just so important for my own
development. I particularly enjoyed the live
case study, hearing how information can be
both gathered and delivered so succinctly was
great. Can’t wait for the next one!”
From Vanessa O’Carroll: “The great thing
about the Puppy School behaviour courses
is the chance to connect with the PS family
and to put faces to names. It is a great
opportunity to have a good laugh and to

exchange
ideas. The
content was
thoroughly
researched
and
delivered
very well
by the
teachers
too. The
practical
sessions
break up
the theory
and give us
a golden
opportunity to improve our handling skills
and to have fun with our dogs (or even other
people’s’ dogs if you are borrowing)!”
From Sandie Dallow: “The course was very
informative and fun, the notes provided
before the course were really helpful and
meant I could concentrate on what was being
said rather than scribbling frantically. Libbie
was very good and enjoyed the practical
sessions although I don t believe she will ever
retrieve! It was lovely to meet old and new
Puppy school faces”.
From Lesley Robbins: “I was completely
fascinated from the beginning to the end and
being able to bring my dog Boo was a huge
bonus!! Boo can be nervous of people and
dogs but bringing her to our family of Puppy
School was a success - she loved it!! I love
working with Boo and felt very proud of her

over the
three days.
Taking all
of this into
account, I’d
like to say a
HUGE thank
you to all
at Puppy
School for
welcoming
us so well”.
From
Heather
Ward:
“After
attending
Behaviour
One
solo, I decided to take Crumble with me on
Behaviour Two. The theory sessions were
a challenge for his somewhat busy version
of a settle (!) but overall, he did really well
and it made the whole experience so much
more enjoyable for me (I don’t really feel like
me if I don’t have my dog with me!). Each
section of learning is structured, thorough,
and presented in an accessible, user-friendly
way. And the notes are to die for….a totally
comprehensive overview of everything you
want to know on the subject! Much as I
love the practical sessions, especially seeing
Crumble respond to being trained by other
people, the best part has to be the live case
practical, as it brings everything together and
into focus. Thank you guys!”
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From Sally
Hammond:
“I really
love the fact
that there
is so much
knowledge
and
experience in
one room and
that everyone
is willing to
share and
discuss what
they do. It’s
great that
we not only
get loads of
information
but that we
also get to
practise some
of the skills we need to be able to pass on to
owners”.
From Penaran Higgs: Little Mara, belongs
to the lovely Katie van Zyl and was loaned
to me to work with at the Puppy School
Behaviour two course. Mara is a recent
addition to Katie’s menagerie. She has
previously been owned by a hoarder, and
also people who loved but neglected her and
so didn’t yet know what a toy is for. But she
liked her food! She’s elderly, a bit deaf, a bit
blind and with a wonky tongue that has to
be poked back into her mouth from time to
time!
Our first session was “retrieve” and a gun
dog she is not! But it really was wonderful to
see her face light up and to see the cogs in
her brain to start working. And she sought
me out to have fun with and I felt loved.
After very gentle and foodie encouragement
she started
tugging on toys.
She started
learning that going
to her bed was a
good thing. She
started learning to
target a spoon and
a hand signal for
“leave it”, and was
feeling so perky
as a result that
she developed a
twinkle in her eye!
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Just goes to show what a bit of training can
do!”

Puppy University
Course at
Cheltenham
Animal Shelter
From Tammy Dwight: “I decided to enrol
on the Puppy University course as I wanted
to be able to offer something after Puppy
School, which still had the branding of Puppy
School, as many owners were asking me
what happens next....they were keen to do
more! It all helps adding another string to
my bow and to be able to advertise other
classes. Getting to meet the other Tutors
and putting names to faces was great!
Building good bonds and sharing ideas also
helps. Everyone is like-minded so you feel
comfortable bouncing ideas off each other
and the group was very supportive I really
felt the Puppy University course had a good
balance of practical and theory.
It was great to work with both the shelters
dogs and owned dogs that were arranged
to come in. Having both non-CAS and CAS
dogs, having the variation of ability I thought
was a good idea and both are as important
as each other...as we will potentially have
different levels of dogs at our classes. It was
good to explore coaching/training at different
levels, it
makes
you think
more and
that’s not a
bad thing!
Gwen, Rach
& Claire
were fab as
usual and
were very
open to
answering
questions
and passing
on their
knowledge
to help us

PS Dates for your
diary: 2019
12-13 January
Association of Pet
Dog Trainers (APDT)
Prep Weekend
7-10 February
Woof! Conference
7-10 March
Crufts 2019
15-17 March
Part 1 – Spring 2019
New Tutors Training
Course
26-28 April
Part 2 – Spring 2019
New Tutors Training
Course
11-12 May
Dog Fest –
Hertfordshire
(PS demo team)
14-16 May
Behaviour 3 Course
(repeat)
14-16 and 21-23
May
Practical Courses
15-16 June
Dogfest - Cheshire
(PS demo team)
22-23 June
Dogfest – Bristol
(PS demo team)

9-13 September
Puppy University
course
20-22
September
Part 1 – Autumn
2019 New Tutors
Training Course
1-3 October
Behaviour 4
course
18-20 October
Part 2 – Autumn
2019 New Tutors
Training Course
23-25 October
Behaviour 4
Course (repeat)
2-3 November
National Pet Show
– NEC Birmingham
(PS demo team)
5-7 and 12-14
November
Practical Courses
23-24 November
Kamal Fernandez
workshop

develop.”
From Sarah
Magalotti: “As
always, it was
a pleasure to
spend precious
time with my
Puppy School
family. I would
thoroughly
recommend the
Puppy University
course to
anyone, I
learnt so much.
The course
is such a lovely progression to teach from
Puppy School. All taught with thoughtful
professionalism and under the highly
experienced tutorage of Gwen, Claire and
Rachel. Thank you everyone.”
From Maria Bull: “As expected, the Puppy
University training was fabulous! I was paired
up with tutor Kevin, a beautiful Lurcher
and Rosa, a Romanian rescue puppy, who
I totally fell in love with. She was noise
aversive and terrified of people so on the first
session Kevin and I just sat on the floor and
eventually she took treats and allowed me
to stroke her chin. We had to carry her from
her kennel as she was too scared to walk out
or back in but, by the second day, she was
greeting me enthusiastically whenever she
saw me. She was a little more frightened
of men but Kevin was able to gain her trust
eventually.
Watching Rosa grow in trust and confidence
over the five days we spent with her was
truly a privilege. On day four I changed
my tact for getting her out of her kennel;
rather than leading her, my gut told me to
walk beside her so she could lean against my
leg as she walked, for reassurance. And...
it worked! Kevin and I were overjoyed! She
gradually began to become a puppy that
week, before our eyes, running, jumping,
chasing things and she gave THE best
cuddles. I absolutely fell in love with her and
learnt how patience and kindness could begin
to ‘mend’ a damaged soul, relatively quickly.
We did learn many new skills that week but
developing our beautiful Rosa’s confidence
outweighed all other learning for me! I
was thoroughly depressed to leave her but
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she had
already been
reserved!. My
fellow tutors
were fabulous
and we all
worked so
well together
to deliver
the ‘mock’
lesson which
was another
highlight. It
was a great
learning
opportunity;
to learn from
each other,
Claire, Rachel
and Gwen and from our gorgeous dogs. I’d
recommend any training in a rescue with
PS so highly, as there is no other learning
experience like it! And I’ll remember Rosa
forever and so hope that she’s happy in her
new home”.

2018 Highlights
from our Tutors
Louise Williamson who
runs classes in West Sussex
welcomed a new canine
addition this year.
From Louise Williamson: “It wasn’t my
intention to get a puppy! I already have
two children, one of whom is a toddler and
a thirteen-year-old border terrier but when
my clients Whippet ‘Misty’ had puppies, her
owners asked for my help in bringing up the
litter and I got heavily involved! When my
client said there was two pups left, I started
thinking “these puppies have had a great
start in life, I know mum and dad and they
have a crazy busy house with children just
like me….” So, we decided to have a boy and
we named him Chester.
Even though I work with puppies daily, it was
still a shock bringing a puppy home! I kept
thinking: “Did I really do the right thing?
Especially with the kids!?” It was hard work
at first. Firstly, we needed to introduce the
dogs, but it wasn’t love at first sight. Chester
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soon realised when Charlie was accepting
play and they learnt to respect each other
and now (thankfully) live well together.
I was concerned about the age gap between
the two dogs but I make sure they get time
apart. Chester has three different dog sitters
so when I have a long day, he goes to one
getting the social skills he needs and Charlie
goes to Grandmas for a well-earned rest. This
has worked really well and means Chester
doesn’t learn to rely on Charlie all the time
as she is getting old and won’t be around
forever.
The second thing was getting the kids
used to Chester. I had to teach the girls
to play properly and always supervise their
interactions. This was exhausting at first but
thankfully, the girls were already good with
my border terrier so it didn’t take too long.
The relationship between them is fantastic
and my toddler Isla took to Chester instantly.
Whippets are short energy burst dogs so after
he has had a walk or done some training, he
will laze around for hours which is perfect for
family life and he loves nothing better than
cuddling up to the girls.
Chester came everywhere with me carried in
a sling at first as I didn’t want to leave him
until he was used to being left and knew I
needed to build this up slowly. I slept next
to his pen for the first week but I was back
in my own bed within seven days. Toilet
training was easy as my breeder had used
turf instead of puppy pads so once he knew
where the garden was, he was clean in the
house within a day. Clever boy!
The most
valuable
thing I
taught
Chester
was a
‘swap’
(especially
useful for
the kid’s
toys).
Chester
now runs
to his
‘swap box’
where I
keep the
treat for

an exchange. The kids have also learnt to
clean up their toys and now know what to do
if Chester has something he shouldn’t. The
other most useful cue to teach Chester was
‘settle’. No matter how much you tell children
not to run around when they have their
friends’ round for tea, it’s unfair to expect
this so I used a settle to overcome this.
Chester is great fun and even though it was
hard work at the beginning, he is a firm part
of The Williamson house now! We love how
much he makes us laugh and he definitely
gives the best cuddles.

Sarah Owen’s Affenpinscher
gains his third Challenge
Certificate at Crufts
From Sarah: “My handsome and naughty
Affenpinscher three-year-old ‘pup’, Lostin,
gained his third ‘Challenge Certificate’ (CC)
in the Championship show ring, which means
that he is now officially a ‘Champion’!
He then went on to win many more CCs
and several ‘Best of Breed’s this year. The
pinnacle of his achievement was winning
‘Best in Show’ at the Affenpinscher Club
Show, under a very well-respected breed
specialist judge (a member of the group
who first got the breed into the country
and KC recognised, years ago). The rosette
was HUGE! He was used at stud a couple of
times this year and has sired five absolutely
adorable puppies! (It was hard to resist not
having one of them myself!). My 6-year-old

Affenpinscher, Louis, got 1st prize for the
breed in Good Citizen Class, at Crufts.

Team Gloucestershire and Team
South Wales become budding
artists!
Team Gloucestershire/South Wales recently
enjoyed a really fun day learning to paint a
cow with cow artist, Sam Morris.
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From RM Rachel Butler: “Although this may
initially seem a far cry from dog training, it
gave us the chance to experience how it feels
to be a real novice in a new field and we were
able to work through and develop a new skill,
facing the same kind of learning challenges
that our owners face when learning how to
train their puppy. It was a day filled with
laughter and we all thrilled at the end of it to
be able to leave with a pretty impressive cow
painting to hang at home!”

Munchkin – A Journey from
Heartache to Joy
Karen Andrews’ Labrador Willow had a litter
of puppies in September last year but the
start of 2018 brought challenges for Karen’s
family.
From Karen: “Our lovely Willow had her
second litter and we had a lovely healthy
litter of eight puppies. Munchkin was
named as she was smaller than the rest at
10oz. Willow’s milk was slow to come in and
because Munch was already on the small
side, she lost condition quickly. We helped
by creating space for her and putting her to
Willow when the others were sleeping. We
also gave her colostrum boost and continued
to help her in her fight to survive, she
definitely wasn’t ready to give up and if she
wasn’t, neither were we! It was a touch and
go battle as she lost strength and became
weaker but with lots of sleep, help from
us and her sheer will to survive, we slowly
turned a corner and after a week she was
back up to her birth weight.
When she became mobile, she was ‘wobbly’
looked like she’d had one too many Sherries
on a night out! And then we knew for
sure something wasn’t right. Despite her
physical challenges she played with the other
pups, engaged in play with toys with us,
played with toys by herself, loved to be with
both humans and the other pups, and was
fearless in her approach to everything. After
various trips to vets and seeking different
opinions, no-one was really able to pin point
a diagnosis for her condition. She could see,
hear, was mobile but ataxic and generally
whilst slower, her emotional and cognitive
skills were developing normally so the
general consensus was she had some kind of
neurological condition.
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Munch stole the hearts of everyone she met
wherever we went; she excelled at puppy
classes and was very much the star of the
show. Everyone in the cafes, pubs, shops we
visited loved her. She was a little pup with a
super charged personality.
We had had little Munch long enough to have
a much clearer understanding of her needs.
As well as the ataxia, it became apparent
that she had some vision and hearing
impairment too so we began the very difficult
process to try and find Munch the forever
home. It was a terribly difficult time for us
all (because we so wanted to keep her but
knew it wasn’t the best thing for her). After
speaking to lots of people (and being very
choosey!) the stars aligned and we were
presented with the perfect forever home,
someone we already knew and could trust
implicitly. Rachel has a medical background
so totally understood Munchkin’s needs and
has helped her enormously with her balance
and mobility challenges, with wobble board
work, proprioception exercises and so on.
She has sought the opinion of several new
vets too who all seem to concur that the most
likely cause of Munch’s disabilities is that she
seems to just not have fully developed in
many respects ie. she can see but not 100%,
she can hear but not fully, she is mobile but
ataxic and is hypermobile. She may have
problems with joints as she ages because
of this but with Rachel’s love, dedication
and care, she will, I have no doubt, get
everything she needs.
The biggest, best, most amazing part of this
story is that none of this matters to Rachel.
She is happy with Munch just the way she is
and loves her for all her little ways. Muchkin
definitely fell on her paws.... lovely life, by
the sea, with a lovely human who will help
her reach the heady heights she is capable of
- a very happy ending to a difficult journey.”

My 2018 by Gwen Bailey,

Founder and Director of Puppy School
2018 has been a busy year at home as
we bought an old listed house in need of
renovation (never do that!), and it became
ours in February on the day Dan’s old dog,
Bear, died. So a bitter sweet start to the year
that, subsequently, had us wrestling with bat
regulations, wood worms and all forms of
tradesmen as we battled to make the poor
tired ancient house into a lovely old place
with modern facilities. We are nearly there
now and will be in in time for Christmas. One
of the best things about it is that it will have
6 acres for Otto and Inky to run about in.

At the beginning of the year, I was asked by
CEVA to film a webinar for vet nurses about
puppy parties. That led to a host of other
work for them, including re-writing their
Puppy Journal and firework leaflets. Since
all of these are branded with the Puppy
School logo and details, it is very good way to
spread the word
that we are a
professional and
knowledgable
organisation. I
was invited to
the CEVA Animal
Welfare Awards
and sat on the
same table as
Mat Baker who
was compering.
They have asked
me to help judge
their awards
next year so I’m
looking forward
to that.

Preparation for the
new PS syllabus
have taken up most
of my time this
year, along with
the new behaviour
courses. Both
took an enormous
investment in terms
of time and energy
from lots of people
to get them exactly
as we all wanted them, but it was worth it.
They are both great improvements for Puppy
School and will help us grow and attract new
tutors longer term.
Otto has continued to develop and is now,
thankfully, getting past the adolescent stage.
He is just beginning to mature nicely now
and become a calm dog I can take anywhere
and be proud of. I’ve been training him
for gundog
work (only
dummies
though as we
would never
want to shoot
anything).
He loves
it and in
managed
to pass his
Grade 1
and Grade 2
Gundog Club
tests in the
Autumn.
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My 2018 from
Rachel Butler,

Puppy School’s Operations and Business
Development Manager
It’s now almost five years since I took on the
role of Operations and Business Development
Manager. A huge thanks again to Gwen for
taking a gamble and giving me a job that
continues to mean so much to me.
The year started for me with the APDT
assessment prep weekend, which I taught
alongside Nicole. We had a fantastic time,
really being able to help the attendees think
about every aspect of teaching people and
dogs. We were thrilled that several people
went on to take their assessment, and pass,
and we are looking forward to running the
event again in 2019.
I was involved in teaching Puppy University,
as well as two practical handling (for new
Tutors) courses at Cheltenham Animal
Shelter. It never ceases to amaze me how

these dogs open up and develop in front of
our eyes in just a matter of days. Again,
the courses were really well received and we
have plans to repeat Puppy Uni in 2019. The
practical handling course has now been made
compulsory for all new tutors and associates
and I think this is a huge step forward as it
helps us to ensure that those brilliant Puppy
School methods are cemented into tutors’
memories before they get out and start
teaching.
The intranet has been a labour of love for all
of us but it really came into its own this year,
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with a clean look and a vast array of content.
It was a great moment when we finally got
the Puppy School class videos uploaded for
all to view and I am confident this will make
a huge difference to others who are new to
Puppy School or who simply need a refresher
(I know I do from time to time).
It’s been a funny old year for me personally
– there have been some challenges in my
personal life but I’ve also found a passion for
fitness and healthy eating (most of the time)
that have seen me change in more ways
than one. Turning 40 was not as dreadful as
others make it out to be, especially as I was
lucky enough to be on a plane flying out to
Iceland, where I enjoyed an amazing holiday,
full of ‘once in a lifetime’ moments. My dogs,
Bramble and Moss have been at my side
throughout the ups and downs, and continue
to make me smile on a daily basis as well
as helping me to secure some interesting
opportunities.
In August,
Moss and I
filmed a 10
minute piece
for The Gadget
Show (which
took all day!).
It was great
fun although
Moss had
to be gently
persuaded
to wear the
‘Puff N’ Fluff’
a drying coat
which has
hairdryers
inserted into
tubes to blow
hot air over
the dog. With
his thin coat,
he often feels
the cold and,
once he was
used to it, he

loved being inside the coat with the heating
on!
Our canicross running club continues to
go from strength to strength, with over 40
members now and runs organised 3+ times
a week. I find it keeps me sane and I love
nothing more than an early Sunday morning
jaunt with an amazing bunch of people and
dogs. I’ve also recently taken up kickboxing
– it’s fun to be a beginner and learn
something from scratch although I’m not
really sure that I am cut out for the actual
fighting!
Once again a massive thanks to team Happy
Dog (Jacki, Kim, Sue, Tania and Jenny) who
run brilliant classes alongside me and have
allowed me to step back a bit and share
my time a little more evenly between my
competing demands.

My 2018 from
Alice Crick,

Puppy School’s
Operations Assistant
It’s now been over a whole year since I
joined the Puppy School Operations team
and time has time has flown by! I’m still just
as pleased and just as proud to be working
alongside Gwen and Rachel to add just a
small input into the general day-to-day
smooth running of our brilliant organisation.
I’ve been busy behind the scenes with lots
of great projects including helping with the
delivery of our Puppy Boxes with our Nature’s
Menu Sponsorship and we now have some
fab promotional toys to demo at our classes
courtesy of Tug-ENuff. I’ve taken on
some more of Rachel’s
routine work such as
franchise agreements
and the handling of the
intranet which again,
now frees her up to
concentrate on bigger
projects for Puppy
School which is great!
I’m still registering

tutors as Animal
Training Instructors
with the Animal
Behaviour Training
Council. Puppy
School is so proud
to host Practitioner
membership and
I am looking
forward to getting
many more of you
registered as ATI’s
in 2019!
My little Positive
Dog and Puppy
School business continues to tick along with
the huge help of the fab team Anne Roberts,
Becky Stickland, Coralie Wright, Sarah
Magalotti and Clare Davis. Thank you to each
and every one of you for being so supportive
and awesome. I am truly very lucky to work
alongside you all.
The end of this year brought a new house
move for Luke and I as we moved somewhere
with a little bit more space.
By far the most exciting news of 2018 is that
Luke and I have finally welcomed a little fourlegged companion into our lives! We brought
home little Evie at 8 weeks old. We picked
her up on my birthday and I couldn’t have
asked for a better present, I’ve only been
waiting my whole adult life! She’s a mixture
of Frenchie, Pug, Cavie apparently some
Staffie and Beagle so a total hybrid nightmare
but the breeders were such a kind, sweet
family and so brilliant in their raising of their
puppies that this truly swayed my decision to
welcome her into our lives. She is just a little
whirlwind of silly fun and joy but I have to
admit, it was a bit of a shock to the system
to have a puppy in our lives but somehow, we
are managing!
We graduated from Puppy School with Rachel
and her fab team in Tewkesbury and wow,
it’s so interesting to be on the other side of
the classroom! I was always so busy trying to
settle Evie I couldn’t remember what I was
being taught and I was supposed to know the
syllabus! It was an eye opener to what our
clients experience in class and I learnt alot
from this. We loved every minute of classes
and Evie did us proud. Luke is the best
handler and I am super impressed! We’ve
just started Puppy University with Rachel’s
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team too and we are really enjoying the
retrieve! Evie also attended some fab social
walks with Rachel as well as a special social
walk with Amy Thomson which took place on
a lovely little farmyard with lots of animals
which was a great experience for her. She’s
certainly a funny little creature with one ear
deciding to go up and the other to stick firmly
down! We affectionally name her all sorts
from ‘Dobby’ to ‘Boggle’ to ‘ET’ to ‘Sméagol’.
My work with Puppy School has allowed us
to welcome Evie into our lives so I am just
so very grateful for this and to be part of the
Operations Team. I consider it a real honour
to work for Puppy School, I do love it so! I
wish you all a really prosperous 2019. Thank
you all for a fabulous year, looking forward to
working alongside you all again next year.

Puppy School Plans
for 2018
by Gwen Bailey

We have now consolidated Puppy School’s
infrastructure and completed a lot of
important developmental projects from
our list. We aim to continue to support
and develop the Puppy School family while
steadily growing our tutor and associate
tutors numbers. We also intend to find ways
to diversify in order to help our members
prosper and so be able to do more for puppy
owners in the future.
Goals for 2019 include:
•
To continue to develop the Regional
Manager team and support them in providing
regional events and more regional tutors
team networking.
•
To continue to work with our sponsors,
Natures Menu and to ensure that the level
of sponsorship they currently provide is as
beneficial for them as it is for us. We are
planning some special puppy and ‘expert’
apearances on their stand at Crufts in 2019
•
To continue to develop and rejuvenate
the Puppy School behaviour courses,
concentrating this year on courses 3 and 4, to
bring them up to the same high standard we
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achieved in 2018 ready for accreditation in
the future
•
To work with new developers to rebuild
our central booking system so that it runs
more smoothly, takes up less admin time,
and so we can make necessary changes
more easily
•
To work on innovative ideas for
building our brand awareness via various
oppertunities such as photo competitions and
improvements in social media
•
To run 2 new PS Tutor Training
courses, 4 new PS behaviour courses, 4
3-day PS practical courses, one Puppy
University course, and one APDT preparation
course
•
To run courses by external speakers
for our tutors and associate tutor; the
Autumn one with Kamal Fenandez is already
planned and out for bookings
It looks like it will be another busy and
productive year ….!

